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Abstract:
Introduction:
Due to the fact that the model experiment can simulate the flow process and movement law of fluid during the seepage experiment,
seepage model experiment was widely applied to study the hydraulic characteristics of rock-soil mass and transportation of ground
water and pollutants. While due to the opacity of the model medium in traditional seepage experiment, the flow process, diffusion
law and occurrence state of fluid can not be observed intuitively during the experiment.
Method:
A new technique of seepage model experiment based on transparent rock-soil material (TRSM) was introduced in this paper,
combined with optical observation method, digital imaging process technology and tracer technique, so as to realize the visual
observation of seepage process.
Results:
The advantages and disadvantages compared with the traditional experiment were analyzed and the theoretical foundation for
carrying out the seepage experiment based on TRSM was established.
Keywords: Seepage Mechanics, TRSM, Model experiment, Visualization, Optical observation, Digital image process.

1. INTRODUCTION
The seepage mechanics is a subject to study the flow law of the fluid (including gas and liquid) in porous media. It
is not only an important branch of fluid mechanics, but also an interdisciplinary subject crossing with many disciplines
such as rock mechanics, porous media physics and physical chemistry etc [1 - 3]. Since 1856, the French engineer
Darcy put forward the liner seepage law, after years’ development, the seepage mechanics made the considerable
progress, and has been widely applied in many fields such as water conservancy, transportation, energy and biological
etc [4, 5].
As one of the important methods in the study of seepage mechanic, seepage experiment has significance in the study
of fluid flow. Due to the opacity of the model medium in traditional seepage experiment, the specific flow process, the
flow and diffusion law, and the occurrence state of fluid can not be observed directly and clearly, therefore it can’t form
an intuitive and qualitative understanding of the seepage process during the experiment.
These existence limitations in traditional seepage experiment greatly restricted the further development of seepage
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mechanics. In order to solve these limitations and deepen understanding of seepage theory, carry out the visualization
research of seepage experiment has great significance. As a consequence a new kind of seepage experiment method
based on TRSM, combined with tracer technique, optical observation method and digital imaging process was
introduced in this paper. Based on the method, the process of fluid flow in the model medium can be monitored and
recorded clearly during the experiment. At the same time, the diffusion law and occurrence state of fluid in medium can
also be recorded intuitively, thus realize the visual observation of seepage experiment. With the development of this
kind of new experiment method, more and more model experiment can be carried out based on the new material and
related experiment technique, such as water-flooding and hydrofracturing etc. This method has the advantages of low
cost, simple device and easy operation, so it has a great application prospect in experimental operation and theoretical
research of seepage mechanics.
1. Traditional Seepage Experiment
Through lots of experimental verification, Darcy established the seepage law of water in sand layer and the initial
model of seepage experiment. And the experimental device showed in Fig. (1). Darcy’s law can be described as the
flow of homogenous fluid in porous media [6], and it is the basic law in seepage mechanics which can be expressed as:
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Fig. (1). Experimental device of Darcy seepage.
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Where Q is the total flow per unit time; k is the permeability coefficient; A is the cross-section area of model
medium; (h2-h1) is the head difference; L is the seepage path; i is the hydraulic gradient.
In order to study the fluid flow in porous media, seepage experiment was widely applied in many fields. With the
development of seepage mechanics, researchers found that not all of the fluid flow phenomena are following with
Darcy’s law, but only to meet certain conditions that it can be established. More and more researches found [7 - 11] that
there were many fluid flow phenomena in the fields of oil field development and water conservancy project etc. which
did not follow the Darcy’s law, and that were called non-Darcy’s seepage. Non-Darcy’s seepage was widely existed in
various engineering fields, and the effect on some practical projects caused by non-Darcy’s seepage can’t be ignored.
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Non-Darcy’s seepage of low permeability rocks existed in the oil and gas field development, and this phenomenon
is very common. During the research of low permeability non-Darcy’s seepage, researchers carried out the numerical
calculation of CT scanning model reconstruction [12, 13] and the seepage experiment study of microscopic simulation
model [14 - 16]. Microscopic simulation of seepage experiment has been widely applied in the research of water
flooding oil and microscopic residual oil distribution. The difficulty and emphasis of the experiment are the model
manufacturing and experimental observation. The core casting sheet was used as the prototype to manufacture
experiment model, then through the laser etching technique or chemical corrosion to engrave the pore structure on the
glass sheet, and then use the microscope to carry out the observation of seepage experiment.
The core casting sheet is shown in Fig. (2A), and the glass sheet model under microscope in Fig. (2B). The
microscopic simulation model experiment can simulate the natural core well from the perspective of shape, size and
pores’ structure, and the definition of observation is relatively high. But the requirement of the manufacture accuracy
for observation model is relatively high. The experimental devices and environment have large limitations to the
experiment as well, besides it can only realize 2D observation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. (2). (a) casting sheet of core; (b) model of glass sheet [15, 16].

The non-Darcy’s seepage phenomena existed in water conservancy projects is generally high-speed non-Darcy’s
problem in rock-fill body and rupture rock mass [17]. The experimental equipment for the study on high-speed nonDarcy’s seepage problem is generally large, and there are also many environment influence factors to the experimental
process, therefore it is generally difficult to carry out.
In summary, the traditional seepage experiment had laid the important foundation for the development of seepage
mechanics. However, with further research, the limitations of traditional experiment have greatly restricted the further
development of seepage mechanics. Therefore, carrying out the research on visual seepage experiment based on TRSM
has great application and theoretical significance.
2. Study of the TRSM
The TRSM is one of the synthetic transparent similar materials which is similar to natural rock-soil mass from the
perspective of strength and deformation characteristics [18]. It is synthesized by two or more than two materials which
have the similar refractive index (RI), thus it shows a better transparency. In the existing researches, amorphous silica
powder and silica gel were most used as aggregate to synthesize TRSM, and the pore fluid were mineral oil and calcium
bromide solution [19].
The preparation principle of TRSM is simple, and the access to get the raw materials is easy, besides the preparation
price is also relatively lower [20, 21]. The schematic diagram of preparation procedure is shown in Fig. (3), and the Fig.
(4) is the sample of TRSM. Due to the various advantages, the TRSM shows great potential of application in the visual
research for physical model test.
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Fig. (3). Preparation procedure of TRSM.

Fig. (4). Sample of TRSM [18].

The earliest research on transparent similar materials can be traced back to 1982 [22]. Allersma studied the stress
and strain distribution under single shear with the model made by broken glass powder. However, due to the strength
and deformation characteristics are different from the natural soil, which the model can’t simulate the real situation very
well. Since 1990, in order to study the flow problem of non-Newtonian fluid, Mannheimer invented a kind of
transparent slurry [23].
Because of the strength and deformation characteristics of this kind of transparent slurry’s consolidation are similar
to natural soil, it indicated that the research on TRSM has stepped into a new stage. With years’ development and
exploration, the researches on visual model test have made a great progress from the perspective of simulating the
spatial-temporal evolution law of deformation and crack of deep rock-mass [24], unstable mechanism of surrounding
rock caused by excavation unloading [25], the inter-reaction between rock-soil mass and structures [26].
The TRSM has shown a great potential for application on visual research in geotechnical field. However, the
research on seepage mechanics with TRSM is still a little literature available.
With the TRSM, visual researches can be carried out from the perspective of simulating the infiltration-flow law of
liquid in rock-soil mass [27], the flow test to simulate the flow state of fluid [28], the diffusion mechanism of chemical
grouting [29] and contaminant transport in porous media [30] etc. It indicates that the TRSM has a wide application
prospect in seepage mechanics.
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2. Design of Seepage Experiment Based on the TRSM
Carrying out seepage experiment with TRSM can realize the visual observation of seepage process due to the
material not only has a similar properties with natural soil from the perspective of strength and deformation, but also the
hydraulic property, which were reported in the existing researches [28, 30, 31]. This kind of material can simulate the
fluid flow in different medium based on the different raw material used in the preparation of transparent rock-soil
material.
The biggest difference between the seepage experiment based on TRSM and traditional experiment is the model
medium used in experiment. The former is transparent, while the latter is opaque. Due to the transparency property of
model medium, it determinates the use of optical observation system to capture the image of seepage process during the
experiment, at the same time we need utilize the imaging processing technique to manipulate image for helping to
analyze the seepage law. The schematic diagram of seepage experiment device based on TRSM is shown in Fig. (5).
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Fig. (5). Schematic diagram of seepage experiment device.

The device can provide stable and continuous differential pressure by connecting exterior constant pressure
controller and high-precision flux controller valve to control the injection of fluid and tracer. The whole plexiglass
experimental box is illuminated under the exterior light source, and the digital camera is utilized to capture image
during the seepage experiment, then the image is loaded into an external computer system for image processing. A
high-precision measuring ruler is set at the upper boundary of experimental box to measure the movement of fluid front.
Manometers are set at inflow side and outflow side, a high-precision micro-flowmeter is set at outflow side, and they
are all connected to computer system to realize the automatic collection of experimental data during the experiment.
The required time should be recorded when the manometers achieve stability, and the flux should also be recorded
when the experiment achieves steady seepage during experiment.
Then we can utilize the differential pressure flux method to calculate the seepage curve [32]. If necessary, the load
system could be installed on the upper surface of experimental box, embedded senor into the sample, so as to realize the
fluid-solid coupling analysis of seepage. Therefore, the equipment can be utilized to study the change of seepage law
caused by the change of stress state under the external load, as well as the change of stress state caused by the fluid
flow.
By utilization of the equipment, we can carry out simple 2D seepage experiment to observe the flow and diffusion
law. At the same time, we can synthesize the sample with known pore structure according to the pore structure data of
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natural core. Then by using the sample with known pore structure, we can carry out quantitative experiment of waterflooding oil, two phase flow and the microscopic residual oil distribution etc. During the water-flooding oil experiment,
we can intuitively observe the formation and development of fingering phenomenon, the movement and diffusion of
water-flooding front could also be observed.
Through the observation of confined gas formation during the two phase flow experiment, we can form a certain
qualitative understanding of the formation mechanism of the confined gas. By changing the installation position and
angle of the digital camera, we can capture slice images of the different region in the sample, and the 3D seepage field
analysis can be carried out through the overlap of multi-group slice images, as shown in Fig. (6), or by arrangement of
multi-group digital camera to achieve the 3D analysis.

Fig. (6). 3D analysis by overlapping multi-group slice images [18].

Compared with the traditional seepage experiment, the biggest advantage of this equipment is realizing the visual
observation of seepage process. The flow law, diffusion shape and occurrence state of fluid can be recorded intuitively
during experiment. Compared with the microscopic model seepage experiment, the experimental equipment is more
simple, and the operation is easier, besides it can also realize the 3D analysis of test results.
CONCLUSION
Through the comparative analysis between the traditional seepage experiment (macroscopic and microscopic) and
the seepage experiment based on TRSM, following conclusions could be obtained:
1. Compared with the traditional seepage experiment, the seepage experiment based on TRSM can not only realize
the visual observation of the seepage process, but also the equipment is more simple, operation relatively easier,
thus it is convenience to experimental operation and theoretical teaching.
2. The seepage experiment equipment based on TRSM was introduced in detail, and the theoretical foundation was
established for carrying out the subsequent seepage model experiment.
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